Walk Our World Scavenger Hunt

2015

Let’s get walking and count those steps! What do you see and discover while you’re out and about getting in those steps? Let’s go on a scavenger hunt and post our pictures to Instagram. Grab a friend or relative (with a camera, of course) and get outdoors!

How To Play

1. Find as many items from the scavenger hunt list and take a picture of each one using your phone or camera.
2. Include a sign in each picture that says “Walk Our World 2015.” You can use any sign you choose. Make your own fancy sign or just write it on a receipt, napkin, business card, piece of paper, etc.
3. Upload your pictures to Instagram using the hashtag #walkourworld2015.
4. Sign it. Make sure you also include your username as a hashtag as well. For example, #teachergal02
5. Label the picture you upload. Example: “state flower”

RULES (If there were any...)

1. Make sure all pictures are “classroom appropriate.” You wouldn’t be embarrassed to show them to your teacher and friends.
2. Make sure to include a sign that says “WALK OUR WORLD 2015”
3. Try to not have more than two items on one picture.
4. Last day to upload pictures is May 8th, 2015 (Last day of event)
5. In the event you do not have access to a smartphone or computer, feel free to participate and just cross items off the list as you find them. It’s still just as much fun!
Scavenger Hunt Item List: Walk Our World 2015

*Created by the students in Room One

- creek
- ladybugs
- western scrub jay
- a native bird
- a pine cone
- state flower
- state bird
- US flag
- state flag
- airplane
- grey squirrel
- bird’s nest
- lizard
- an insect pollinating
- an ant hill
- a producer
- a consumer
- a decomposer
- butterfly
- duck swimming in water
- Sacramento River (or a river in your city/state)
- a construction site
- a dog on a leash
- a stray cat
- an apple tree
- dandelions
- litter that you throw away
- graffiti
- yard sale
- lichen growing on a rock
- turkey vulture
- sign that marks the trail
- a playground with swings
- clock tower
- caterpillar
- abandoned animal home
- an Iris flower
- patch of clovers
- building made out of bricks
- geocache
- a blooming flower
- spider in a web
- a train
- a mural
- fungi
- a fallen tree
- a pretty flower
- a sunset
- fluffy-looking clouds
- a water vehicle
- a tour guide or ranger
- an animal sunbathing
- a bird in a bird bath
- a recycle bin
- a volcano
- Nike tennis shoes
- a pedometer
- a stop sign
- a bus stop
- someone watering plants
- white picket fence
- bird on a wire
- mistletoe
- animal tracks
- a lost shoe
- a porta potty
- an outside bbq event
- a hidden Easter egg
- a sports event
- bones (animal)
- a lonely feather
- something pokey
- something soft
- someone with a fanny pack
- a heart-shaped rock
- something that surprised on walk
- something sleeping